Treatises and Hornbooks are helpful resources for students looking to better understand an area of law. Treatises are in-depth discussions of an area of law which both summarize the law and provide analysis and commentary. Hornbooks are written for law students and are summaries written on an area of law. These are less in-depth than treatises, but more so than study aids such as nutshells or Examples and Explanations.

Campbell Law library has an extensive collection of treatises and hornbooks on a variety of subjects both in print and online. Listed below by course are some of the most popular treatises and hornbooks that are available online to Campbell Law students through our various databases. Please note that this list is not exhaustive.

For resources located in Westlaw, simply put the database identifier in the “Search for a database” box on the left side of the screen in Westlaw Classic. For Bloomberg and LexisNexis resources, follow the paths listed.

FIRST YEAR REQUIRED COURSES

Civil Procedure
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rules and Commentary, by Steven S. Gensler (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: FRCP-RC

Constitutional Law
Treatise on Constitutional Law: Substance and Procedure, by Ronald D. Rotunda and John E. Nowak (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: CONLAW

Contracts
Williston on Contracts by Richard A. Lord (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: WILSTN-ALL

SECOND YEAR REQUIRED COURSES

Business Organizations
Cox and Hazen's Treatise on the Law of Corporations (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: LAWOFCORP

Criminal Procedure
Criminal Procedure by Wayne R. LaFave et al. (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: CRIMPROC

Evidence
Jones on Evidence (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: JONESEVID
Income Taxation
*Federal Taxation of Income, Estates, and Gifts* by Boris I Bittker and Lawrence Lokken (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: WGL-IEG

Professional Responsibility & Ethics
*Lawyer Law* by Thomas Morgan (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: ABA-LAWYL

Wills and Trusts
Scott and Ascher on Trusts (Treatise)
Lexis: Find a source → enter “Scott and Ascher on Trusts”

ELECTIVE COURSES
Listed in alphabetical order

Administrative Law
*Administrative Law & Practice* by Charles H. Koch, Jr.
Westlaw identifier: ADMLP

Admiralty
*Schoenbaum's Admiralty and Maritime Law* (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: ADMMARL

Antitrust
*Antitrust Basics* by Thomas V. Vakerics
Westlaw identifier: ANTITRBAS

Antitrust Law Developments by the ABA
Bloomberg: Books & Treatises → American Bar Association → Antitrust Law Developments

Business Planning
*Cox and Hazen's Treatise on the Law of Corporations*
Westlaw identifier: LAWOFCORP

Church-State Relations: Law & Policy
*Religious Organizations and the Law* by William Bassett (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: RELORGS

Civil Rights Litigation Seminar
*Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Litigation: The Law of Section 1983* by Sheldon H. Nahmod (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: CIVLILBLIT
Contract Planning
*Williston on Contracts* by Richard A. Lord
Westlaw identifier: WILSTN-ALL

Corporate Finance
*Financing the Corporation* by Richard A. Booth
Westlaw identifier: FINCORP

Criminal Trial Practice
*Criminal Practice Manual*--contains topical chapters on criminal defense issues as well as jury instructions, checklists, forms and trial transcripts.
Westlaw identifier: CRPMAN

Debtor-Creditor Law
*The Law of Debtors and Creditors* by Honorable William Houston Brown
Westlaw identifier: DEBTREDIT

Education Law Seminar
*Education Law: First Amendment, Due Process and Discrimination* by Ronna Greff Schneider
Westlaw identifier: EDULAW

Elder Law
*Elderlaw: Advocacy for the Aging* by Joan M. Krauskopf et al. (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: ELDERLAW

Employment Law
*Guide to Employment Law and Regulation* (Treatise)
Westlaw identifier: GELR

Entertainment & Sports Law
*Lindey on Entertainment, Publishing and the Arts*
Westlaw identifier: LINDEY3D

Westlaw identifier: SPORTSLAW

Westlaw identifier: ENTERTAIN

Estate and Gift Taxation
*Handling Federal Estate and Gift Taxes* by Myron Kove and James M. Kosakow
Westlaw identifier: HFEGTAX

*Federal Taxation of Income, Estates, and Gifts* by Boris I Bittker and Lawrence Lokken
Westlaw identifier: WGL-IEG
Federal Estate and Gift Taxation by Stephen, Maxfield, Lind & Calfee
Westlaw identifier: WGL-GIFTAX

First Amendment Seminar
Smolla & Nimmer on Freedom of Speech
Westlaw identifier: FREESPEECH

Religious Organizations and the Law by William Bassett
Westlaw identifier: RELORGs

Treatise on Constitutional Law: Substance and Procedure by Ronald D. Rotunda and John E. Nowak
Westlaw identifier: CONLAW

Franchise Law
Franchise and Distribution Law and Practice by W. Michael Garner, Esq
Westlaw identifier: FRANCHDIST

Immigration and Refugee Law & Practice
Immigration Fundamentals: A Guide to Law and Practice by Austin T. Fragomen Jr. and Steven C. Bell
Westlaw identifier: PLIREF-IMMIG

Insurance Law
Couch on Insurance
Westlaw identifier: COUCH

Intellectual Property Law
Chisum on Patents by Donald S. Chisum
Lexis: Find a source → enter “Chisum”

Nimmer on Copyright by Melville Nimmer & David Nimmer
Lexis: Find a source → enter “Nimmer”

Callmann on The Law of Unfair Competition, Trademarks and Monopolies by Rudolf Callmann
Westlaw identifier: CALLMANN

McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition by J. Thomas McCarthy
Westlaw identifier: MCCARTHY

Harmon on Patents By Robert L. Harmon
Bloomberg: Books & Treatises→ Intellectual Property→ Harmon on Patents
Internet Law (iLaw)
*Internet and Online Law* by Kent D. Stucky
Westlaw identifier: IOLAW

*Internet Law and Practice*
Westlaw identifier: INTERNE

**Juvenile Mediation Project**
*Rights of Juveniles: The Juvenile Justice System* by Samuel M. Davis
Westlaw identifier: RTSJUVEN

**Negotiations**
*Alternative Dispute Resolution*  Jay E. Grenig
Westlaw identifier: ADR

*Alternative Dispute Resolution Practice Guide* by Bette Roth
Westlaw identifier: ADRPG

*Attorneys Practice Guide to Negotiations* by Ted A. Donner
Westlaw identifier: ATNEGGUIDE

**Non-Profit Organizations: Legal Issues and Representation**
*Representing Nonprofit Organizations* by Marilyn E. Phelan
Westlaw identifier: IRS-REPNPO

*Principles of the Law of Nonprofit Organizations* by the American Law Institute
Westlaw identifier: ALI-NONPROFIT

**Payment Systems**
*Payment Systems* by Larry Lawrence and Bryan Hull
Westlaw identifier: PAYSYST

**Remedies**
*Dobb's Hornbook on Remedies* (Hornbook)
Westlaw identifier: REMEDIES-HB

**Scientific Evidence**
*Federal Judicial Center's Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence*
Westlaw identifier: RMSCIEVID

**Securities Regualtion**
West Group Securities Law Series Online--contains 50-plus treatises on securities law.
Westlaw identifier: SECSERIES
Senior Law Clinic
Elderlaw: Advocacy for the Aging by Joan M. Krauskopf et al.
Westlaw identifier: ELDERLAW

Social Security Disability Law
Bloch on Social Security by Frank S. Bloch
Westlaw identifier: BLOCHSS

Social Security Disability Claims by J. Douglas Peters
Westlaw identifier: SSDISCL

Social Security Law and Practice
Westlaw identifier: SSLP